Engrave information on backside of gage.

CSX GAGE TRK-016
NOMINAL 16 DIA BOWL
USE PER CSX REPAIR SPECIFICATION
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BODY DIA
AND TRUCK BOWL MUST NOT
EXCEED 1-3/8"

REFERENCE:
CSX DRAWING LD816001
CENTERPLATE AND BOLSTER BOWL GAGE
GAGE NUMBER TRK-016

MANUFACTURE TOLERANCE
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: +/- 1/32

BOXED DIMENSIONS ARE MINIMUM
CHARACTERISTICS TO BE VERIFIED
FOR RECERTIFICATION
RECERTIFICATION TOLERANCE +/- .020"

Material:
304 Stainless Steel
Thickness: 1/8

Scale: .35X

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.
CENTER PLATE & BOLSTER BOWL GAGE

SIZE A | Job# | DWG NO. | W242-11 | Disk | REV A
CUSTOMER: WINCHESTER | ENG | JCD | 08/23/2000